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Taking a trip with a FRANKIA motorhome means discovering new things and relaxing.
Our high-quality motorhomes ensure that every journey will be an unforgettable experience for you.
In the production, construction, administration and sales departments, all of FRANKIA’s employees
are working to fulfil your dream of luxury. That’s our maxim and what motivates us each day.
The intelligent FRANKIA modular system allows every wish to be fulfilled just as individually as you’d
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We’ve been guaranteeing travel fun at the highest technical specs for more than 50 years.
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FROM THE IDEA TO
THE VEHICLE OF YOUR DREAMS

MANUFACTURING THE MOTORHOME
In Marktschorgast in Upper Franconia in Bavaria, you’ll still find this form of manufacturing
business. In addition to computer controlled CNC machines for the greatest possible precision, the greatest spectrum of activity at FRANKIA is making things by hand.
Whether in the construction of furniture components, in motorhome construction or the inhouse sewing department, hand-made is essential. our employees’ passion and skill with
their hands go into creating every FRANKIA. Each of them trained specialists and they build
every motorhome as if it were their own.

“Our most important resource is our employees’
experience and passion.
Two key factors in the high quality of your
FRANKIA motorhome.”

See the precision in pre-production and skilled handwork for yourself with a tour of the
site, discover how a motorhome is created from many separate parts. The dates for tours of
the works are available on our website FRANKIA.de under “News”.

Günter Bisani, Head of Production since September 1989
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Over 50 years of FRANKIA
innovation and expertise
Pilote Group invests in high-end motorhome manufacturer RMB-Reisemobilbau GmbH in Wolfegg.
THE NEW FRANKIA – The start of a new era in

from 2014

2001

motorhome construction. Try it for yourself!

Development of a lowerable TV compartment, which can be

1998

FRANKIA re-activates the A 50 Plus floor plan – the coachbuilt
for couples travelling alone. We revise the interior design.
New furniture fronts and materials, an atmospheric

lowered to eye level when in use.

2012

lighting design and the new modern kitchen look
immediately catch your eye.
FRANKIA invests EUR 400,000 in a new, 12 m
long, 66 tonne continuous press for manufactur-

2010

ing sandwich elements for side wall production.
FRANKIA Mistral motorhome for surfing enthusiasts, who
can now stow their equipment in the vehicle because of
FRANKIA's double floor technology.

FRANKIA has been building motorhomes with

1994

double floors since 1994.

Construction of the new works in Bernecker

Another year full of innovations, innovative technology and

1992

more comfort: with the relaunch of all its motorhomes,
FRANKIA confirms its ambitions to keep responding to

1995

2009

Strasse in Markschorgast, which is still the
company headquarters today.

customer needs and wishes.

2008

1990

FRANKIA brings its new customer service
centre and new production hall into service.

In May 1990 Pilote took over as sole
In the 2008 model range, the new
wash basin lift sets new standards.

2007

The company is renamed "FRANKIA Fahrzeugbau
The 2007 model range with its new chassis from

1983

shareholder of FRANKIA.

GmbH". It began mass-producing motorhomes.

Fiat and Mercedes and completely new interior and
exterior design is received enthusiastically by the

2006

1973

market.
Company renamed:

Construction of the first motorhome.

1970

FERIELA CARAVAN Wohnwagenbau.

2005

In December 2005 a major fire in the carpentry workshop and
side-wall production area destroyed production completely.
With the help of a hired hall in Bayreuth, the first motorhome was

FRANKIA motorhomes are known for their double
floor technology and for their large number of

2003

again able to roll off the production line as early as
February 2006. FRANKIA plans a new building in Marktschorgast.

1960

features. FRANKIA further focuses on the idea of
the vario space and develops a motorhome which
can be extended to the rear.

The company is founded in Marktschorgast by Gustav Gross.

IHR FRANKIA-WOHNMOBIL
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UNLIMITED possibilities
WITH THE FRANKIA MODULAR SYSTEM

1. Your chosen chassis
Do you like the Fiat chassis? Or do you prefer a Mercedes chassis? Depending on body type
and vehicle length you can choose between Fiat, Mercedes or Iveco chassis for your FRANKIA
motorhome.

1. Chassis

2. Your chosen body type
A-Class or low profile motorhome? Or do you prefer coachbuilt? With FRANKIA, you can also
choose the body type. Your favourite floor plan can be combined with almost any body type.

3. Your chosen body length

5. Equipment

2. Body type

Will two, three or up to six people be travelling together? With FRANKIA you don't need to
economise, you get the space you need or would simply like to have. FRANKIA offers different
body lengths from a compact approx. 6.5 metres up to a luxurious 9 metres plus.

4. Your chosen floor plan
At FRANKIA we put great emphasis on individuality. That's why we offer different floor-plans
with a wide range of seating area, bed, kitchen and storage space choices. But always with
an intelligent, well thought out use of space.

5. Your chosen equipment
FRANKIA also sets new standards when it comes to equipment. Even small can be luxurious.
You can also equip compact motorhomes with the same comfort and luxury
usually only offered for large motorhomes.

4. Floor plan

3. Body length

Your individual FRANKIA motorhome
Choose from a wide variety of options with the FRANKIA MODULAR SYSTEM!
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FRANKIA option packages
Just what you need

Impressive shower design

EXCLUSIVE

LUXUry

Dimmable lights

160 litre fridge

All the equipment from the exclusive range included

Central services unit

Carpeted driver’s cab

Hot-water central heating

Replacement toilet cassette

Carpeted living room

Heat exchanger

Rear stabilisers

Storage space lighting

Marble-effect kitchen and bathroom surfaces

Burl wood trim on dashboard

90 Ah/130 Ah battery

Electric blackout blind in A-Class models

Ceramic toilet

Central locking

130/200 Ah battery

Screen door

Gas oven

Latte furniture finish

Perfect kitchen comfort

TEC tower: fridge-freezer with
gas oven

Burl wood trim dashboard

Luxurious bathroom fittings
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The world of motorhomes
By FRANKIA

One floor plan — three body types to choose from
You decide: low-profile, A-class or a coachbuilt model.
Flexibility is one of FRANKIA’s greatest strengths. Almost any floor plan you choose can
be built either as a coachbuilt, low-profile or A-class motorhome.
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Good reasons
for a FRANKIA motorhome

1. Thermo Guard wall structure

2. Double floor concept

1.

2.

c
a
b

G

U

A

R

e

c

b

d
a

d

D

a 34 mm wall thickness for maximum stability b Interior cladding c GRP cladding Weatherproof and hail proof

a

Heated garage b Integrated freshwater and wastewater tanks for even more space in the living area

d Aluminium profile adapted to the Styrofoam for even betterwall stability and to avoid thermal bridges

c

Pipes protected against frost by heated double floor d Plenty of storage space in the full-length double floor

e Styrofoam insulation for an optimum indoor climate

FRANKIA focuses on perfection and individuality in every detail. In order to be able to make optimum use of the storage spaces,
GRP skin on walls, ceiling and floor with heated FRANKIA double floor.

FRANKIA designs a special double floor for every floor plan.
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Good reasons
for a FRANKIA motorhome

3. FRESHWATER SYSTEM

4. SUPPLY AND WASTE SYSTEMS
a

3.
4.
a

b
c

b

d

a Hygienic, clear and pure drinking water from the freshwater tap b 20 l freshwater tank is integrated in the double

floor. Easy and quick removal via an exterior flap for filling and cleaning ensures constant water freshness c Direct water

a Replacement toilet cassette for greater independence as standard from 680|6800 b Central services unit

with fold-out cable reel

pipe from the 20 l freshwater tank d Tap connected to a 150 l tank for normal household use
The ideal location of the water and wastewater tanks in the heated double floor means these are
protected against frost (to -15° C).
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ENJOY EVERY NIGHT
Enjoying the day feeling well rested after a good night’s sleep – that’s what sleeping comfort means to us.

FEEL LIKE YOU’RE AT HOME
Feeling at ease in a harmoniously coordinated environment, we at FRANKIA consistently deliver this for you.

a

b

c

a Cold foam mattress b Fold-down bed c Generous sleeping area in a wide variety of forms

THE VALUE-ADDED IN THE SLEEPING AREA

a

b

a An appealing atmosphere for your comfort b Colour-coordinated contrasts

THE VALUE-ADDED IN THE LIVING AREA

Electric fold-down bed

Harmoniously coordinated living areas

Cold foam mattresses

4 materials, 8 microvelours (freely selectable)

Comfortable length/width

Extensive selection of leathers

Skylight over fold-down bed

Colour-coordinated curtains

Cold foam mattresses tested for harmful

High-quality furniture finishes

substances and certified safe

Clear design vocabulary
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ROOM COMFORT

LIGHTING STYLE

Space for you and everything you need for a long trip.

Energy-saving LED technology to enable you to be self-sufficient for as long as possible. Sockets where you need them.

b

a

c

a Well thought out space b Plenty of storage space c Extra space in the double floor

More room – more space

b

a

c

a Modern bus control b Atmospheric LED technology c Indirect mood lighting

Better lighting – better living

Uninterrupted view

LED lamps inside

Practical wall units

Dimmable lights

FRANKIA double floor concept

Indirect, atmospheric lighting design

Seating for 4 people

LED reading lights

Plenty of storage space

Illuminated entry step (LED)

One or two part rear garage

High-performance batteries up to 200/20 Ah
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The variable bathroom design

PLEASURE FOR ALL THE SENSES

Simply use the two handles to create a spacious bathroom. That’s how you get a bathroom without your dream

With the new kitchen key concepts, you get more comfort. The FRANKIA kitchen area has a modern

motorhome needing much extra length. And showering in your motorhome becomes a real joy.

design and plenty of storage.

b

a

c

b

a

a Separate washing and showering areas b Quick and easy to enlarge c A spacious wellness bathroom

The advantages

c

a a modern feel with plenty of storage b High quality gas stove c gas oven

The advantages

Spacious bathroom

Marble-effect kitchen from 790/7900

Real glass shower door

Stainless steel extractor hood as standard

Design radiator with towel holder from Alde

Tec tower (depending on floor plan)

motorhome heating

3 burner hob

High-quality chrome fittings, single handle mixer tap

High-quality chrome fittings, single handle mixer tap

Wooden bathroom furniture

Self-closing drawers
Plenty of storage space
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FREEDOM
YOUR WAY

AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU …
… as unique as your wishes and dreams – that’s how unique a FRANKIA
motorhome is. It mixes character and individuality with elegance and timeless modernity.
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A-CLASS

FRANKIA MODEL RANGES
640| 6400

680| 6800

740|7400

790 |7900

840 | 8400

I 640 | 6400 BD

I 680 | 6800 BD

I 740 | 7400 BD

I 790 | 7900 BD

I 840 | 8400 BD

I 640 | 6400 EB

I 680 | 6800 GD

I 740 | 7400 GD

I 790 | 7900 GD

I 640 | 6400 SD

I 680 | 6800 ED

I 740 | 7400 QD

I 680 | 6800 SD

815

875

925

I 840 | 8400 GD

I 815 GD

I 875 GD

I 925 GD

I 790 | 7900 QD

I 840 | 8400 QD

I 815 QD

I 875 QD

I 925 QD

I 790 | 7900 FD

I 840 | 8400 FD

LOW-PROFILE

A-Class motorhomes have been the most popular body type at FRANKIA for many years.
T 640 | 6400 BD

T 680 | 6800 GD

T 740 | 7400 GD

T 640 | 6400 FF2

T 680 BD

T 740 | 7400 QD

T 640 | 6400 FF4

T 680 FF4

COACHBUILT

A 740 BD

A 680 ED

A 680-50 PLUS

will simply delight you. And that’s why FRANKIA offers you the largest variety of products in this area.

Note: the RV shown in the pictures contain some expensive equipment. The exact technical specifications, as
well as the extensive series they refer to the price list.

Abbreviations on the floor plan

T 640 | 6400 FF2G

A 680 BD

The distinctive exterior design, the generous living environment, elegance and comfort

A 740-50 PLUS

BD

Fixed rear bed and separate shower (BD)

EB

Single bed and separate shower (EB)

ED

Bunk bed option and separate shower (ED)

FD

Double bed and separate shower (FD)

SD

Living room and separate shower (SD)

GD

Separate beds and separate shower (GD)

QD

Queen-size bed and separate shower (QD)

A-50 Plus, FF2, FF4

Rear round seating group and separate shower (A-50 Plus, FF2, FF4)
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Standard equipment

3 burner hob

Extractor fan

High-quality kitchen taps

Oven

Table rail

Central control

Shower cubicle

Screen door

High-quality bathroom fittings

Reading light

LED spotlights

Lashing rail garage

Skylight

Shoe compartment in double floor

Easily accessible fuse block

Radio ready with 4 loudspeakers

Thetford toilet cassette

Burl wood decor
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A-CLASS MODELS

Aesthetics in motion

The following A-Class models
are available:
925

A-Class motorhomes have been the most popular body type at FRANKIA for
many years. The distinctive exterior design, the generous living environment,

875

elegance and comfort will simply delight you. And that's why FRANKIA offers
you the largest variety of products in this area.

815

From the 640/6400 to the 925, with the A-Class models you get to choose

840 | 8400

from the entire range of floor-plan and chassis options.

790 | 7900
740 | 7400
680 | 6800
640 | 6400

Experience a unique combination of functionality, exclusivity and practicality.
FRANKIA motorhomes are created with the aim
of fulfilling your wishes.
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I 875 GD

Model highlights:
High load capacity
High trailer load capacity (up to 3.5 t)
Plenty of storage space
50 mm wall thickness
Thermo Guard+

I 875 GD
7.000 kg /7.490 kg

2/4/6

4/5/6
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I 875 GD
The space miracle by FRANKIA
Spacious bathroom with high-quality ceramic toilet.

Everything is just right in this motorhome kitchen, the captivatingly elegant
high-gloss front, the layout and plenty of space for supplies make cooking
a holiday pleasure.

Kitchen area

Bathroom area
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IVECO model ranges
compared

MODEL

Chassis

9,24 m

7.000 kg
7.490 kg

2/4/6

2/4/5

2/4/6

2/4/5

2/3/4/5

2/4

2/4/6

4/5/6

2/3/4/5

4/5

2/3/4/5

4/5

I 925 QD Queen-size bed and separate shower

9,24 m

7.000 kg
7.490 kg

I 925 GD Separate beds and separate shower

8,68 m

7.000 kg
7.490 kg

I 875 QD Queen-size bed and separate shower

8,68 m

7.000 kg
7.490 kg

I 875 GD Separate beds and separate shower

8,04 m

Living area

7.000 kg
7.490 kg

I 815 QD Queen-size bed and separate shower

8,04 m

Separate single rear beds with
wall units all round for maximum storage

7.000 kg
7.490 kg

I 815 GD Separate beds and separate shower

space.

Sleeping area
Key

Motorhome length

Berths

Permissible maximum laden weight

Seats with seatbelts
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I 840 QD

Model highlights:
Queen-size bed accessible from both sides
Marble-effect kitchen and bathroom surfaces
Hot-water central heating and heat exchanger from Alde
Generous wardrobes and variable storage spaces

I 840 | 8400 QD
5.000 kg

4

4

6.000 kg

4

4
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I 840 QD
An impressive interior design

Bathroom area

Kitchen area

Living area

The I 840 QD satisfies the highest demands of modern
technology, exclusive residential ambiance and
amenities that convinces all along the line.
Sleeping area
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I 840 BD

Model highlights:
Bathroom with integrated wardrobe
lowerable TV compartment in rear
Marble-effect kitchen and bathroom surfaces
Hot-water central heating and heat exchanger from Alde

I 840 | 8400 BD
5.000 kg

4/6

4/5

6.000 kg

4/6

4/5
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I 840 BD
FRANKIA perfection in every area

Living area

Spacious fold-down bed for a
good night’s sleep.

Elegant, soft lines in the kitchen.

Kitchen area

Bathroom area

Comfortable bathroom and
dressing room in one.
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I 790 QD

Model highlights:
Spacious luxury from. 8 m
Marble-effect kitchen and bathroom surfaces
Hot-water central heating
Spacious drawers under the foot end

I 790 | 7900 QD
5.000 kg

4/5

4/5

6.000 kg

4/5

4/5
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I 790 QD

840|790 model ranges
compared
Kitchen area

MODEL

Chassis
8,5 m

6.000 kg
5.000 kg

4/6

4/5/6

4/6

4/5/6

4/5

4/5/6

4/6

4/5/6

4/6

4

4/5

4/5

4/5

4/5

4

4/5

aI 840 | 8400 BD Fixed rear bed and separate shower

8,5 m

6.000 kg
5.000 kg

I 840 | 8400 GD Separate beds and separate shower

8,5 m

6.000 kg
5.000 kg

aI 840 | 8400 QD Queen-size bed and separate shower

8,5 m

First-class equipment and perfect

6.000 kg
5.000 kg

aI 840 | 8400 FD Double bed and separate shower

home comfort come as standard

8,0 m

for all FRANKIA models!

6.000 kg
5.000 kg

I 790 | 7900 BD Fixed rear bed and separate shower

8,0 m

Sleeping area

6.000 kg
5.000 kg

I 790 | 7900 GD Separate beds and separate shower

8,0 m

Living area

6.000 kg
5.000 kg

I 790 | 7900 QD Queen-size bed and separate shower

8,0 m

6.000 kg
5.000 kg

I 790 | 7900 FD Double bed and separate shower

Key

Motorhome length

Berths

Permissible maximum laden weight

Seats with seatbelts
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I 740 GD

Model highlights:
Generous amount of space
Comfortable bathroom
Battery with 130 AH/20 h

I 740 | 7400 GD
4.500 kg

4/5

4

5.000 kg

4/5

4
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I 740 GD
Generous and well thought out
floor plan

Sleeping area

Large single rear beds give you a good night’s sleep.

Bathroom area

Design and function –
the FRANKIA bathroom area.
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The elegant and well-proportioned kitchen
design. Captivates with its high-quality
high-gloss surface.

Kitchen area
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I 680 BD

Model highlights:
Spacious garage
Extensive standard equipment
All-round furniture for every need

I 680 | 6800 BD
3.850 kg /4.500 kg

4/5

4

3.880 kg /4.200 kg

4/5

4
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I 680 BD

Bathroom area

Luxurious bathroom area.

Perfect corner kitchen

Kitchen area

with marble-effect
work surface.

Comfortable rear bed.

Sleeping area
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I 680 GD
Living area

Model highlights:
Separate single rear beds
Gas oven
160 l fridge-freezer

Kitchen area

I 680 | 6800 GD
3.850 kg /4.500 kg

4

4

3.880 kg /4.200 kg

4

4
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I 640 SD

Model highlights:
Unparalleled sense of space on 6.5 m
Spacious lounge seating group
Bathroom in rear area

I 640 | 6400 SD
3.850 kg /4.500 kg

2/4

4/5/6

3.880 kg /4.200 kg

2/4

4/5/6
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I 640 SD
The flexible travelling companion

Living area

Kitchen area

Bathroom area

This sort of luxury is persuasive – the duo
fold-down bed integrated in the driver’s
cab provides generous sleeping space.
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740|680|640 model ranges
compared
MODEL

Chassis

MODEL

7,6 m

4.500/5.000 kg

7,7 m

5.000 kg

4/5

4/5

aI 740 | 7400 BD Fixed rear bed and separate shower

7,1 m

3.850/4.500 kg

7,2 m

3.880/4.200 kg

7,1 m

3.850/4.500 kg

7,2 m

3.880/4.200 kg

6,5 m

3.500/3.850/4.500 kg

6,6 m

3.880/4.200 kg

6,5 m

3.500/3.850/4.500 kg

6,6 m

3.880/4.200 kg

6,5 m

3.500/3.850/4.500 kg

6,6 m

3.880/4.200 kg

3/4

4/5

2/4

4

4

4

3/4

4

2/4

4/5/6

I 680 | 6800 ED Bunk bed option and separate shower

7,6 m

4.500/5.000 kg

7,7 m

5.000 kg

4

4

aI 740 | 7400 GD Separate beds and separate shower

I 680 | 6800 SD Living room and separate shower

7,6 m

4.500/5.000 kg

7,7 m

5.000 kg

4

4

aI 740 | 7400 QD Queen-size bed and separate shower

I 640 | 6400 BD Fixed rear bed and separate shower

7,1 m

3.850/4.500 kg

7,2 m

3.880/4.200 kg

4

4

I 680 | 6800 BD Fixed rear bed and separate shower

I 680 | 6800 GD Separate beds and separate shower

Chassis

I 640 | 6400 EB Single bed and separate shower

7,1 m

3.850/4.500 kg

7,2 m

3.880/4.200 kg

4

4

I 640 | 6400 SD Living room and separate shower

Key

Motorhome length

Berths

Permissible maximum laden weight

Seats with seatbelts
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LOW-PROFILE MODELS

Limitless freedom

The following low-profile models
are available:
740 | 7400

The low-profile models are the all-rounders of the motorhome world. They combine exclusive interior design with automotive freedom in a unique way.

680 | 6800

Whether a holiday or sightseeing tour, FRANKIA low-profile motorhomes are

640 | 6400

ready for anything. Wherever your thirst for adventure takes you.
With the FRANKIA low-profile motorhome, wherever you go you'll do it in style.

Dynamic and sporty road handling, combined with well thought
out use of space. FRANKIA low-profile motorhomes are compact
and manoeuvrable, but still superbly comfortable.
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T 640 FF2

Model highlights:
Compact length with the customary FRANKIA comfort
Spacious rear round seating group
3.5 t with 50 l of fresh water

T 640 | 6400 FF2
3.500 kg /3.850 kg /4.500 kg

2

2

3.880 kg /4.200 kg

2

2
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T 640 FF2
„FRANKIA for two“
Pull on the two handles to create a comfortable place to sleep.

Everything is just right in this motorhome kitchen: the captivatingly elegant
high-gloss front, the layout and plenty of space for supplies make cooking
a holiday pleasure.

Kitchen area

Living/sleeping area
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740|680|640 model ranges
compared
MODEL

Chassis

7,6 m

4.500/5.000 kg

7,7 m

5.000 kg

7,6 m

4.500/5.000 kg

7,7 m

5.000 kg

7,2 m

2/3

4

2

3

3.850/4.500 kg
3.880/4.200 kg

2

4

7,1 m

3.850/4.500 kg

4

4

7,2 m

3.850/4.500 kg
3.880/4.200 kg

2/3

4

6,5 m

3.500/3.850/4.500 kg

2

2

6,7 m

3.500/3.880/4.200 kg

6,5 m

3.500/3.850/4.500 kg

2

2

6,5 m

3.500/3.850/4.500 kg

4

4

6,7 m

3.880/4.200 kg

aT 740 | 7400 GD Separate beds and separate shower

aT 740 | 7400 QD Queen-size bed and separate shower

7,4 m
aT 680 | 6800 GD Separate beds and separate shower

aT 680 FF4

7,4 m
T 640 | 6400 BD Fixed rear bed and separate shower

Bathroom area

T 640 | 6400 FF2

T 640 FF2 G

T 640 | 6400 FF4

Thanks to the lowerable wash basin lift,
there’s enough place for a proper bathroom.
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Coachbuilt

sporty travelling companion

The following coachbuilt models
are available:
740

Whether for short trips or long, for families or couples on their own, the coachbuilt models from FRANKIA are always the perfect travelling companion.
The ED floor plan with additional bunk beds is particularly suitable for families.
This will leave nothing to get in the way of a perfect family holiday.
The A 50 Plus floor plan offers a comfortable large rear round seating group.
And the large panoramic window over the Luton bed means you'll fall asleep
under the stars.

The exceptional shape, how comfortably it's equipped and, of
course, the comfortable Luton bed all speak for a coachbuilt
model from FRANKIA.

680
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A 680-50 PlUs

Model highlights
Comfortable lengthwise berths in the Luton
Spacious garage
Large rear round seating group

A 680-50 Plus
4.500 kg

4

4
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A 680-50 PlUs
Slim dimensions with inner qualities.

FRANKIA has re-invented the classic “round seating group” in the 50+ - the
seating group in the 50+ has two comfy additional sleeping berths and two
seats with seatbelts.

Living area

Kitchen area
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740 | 680 model series
in comparison
MODEL

Chassis

7,6 m

4.500/5.000 kg

4/5

4/5

7,6 m

4.500

4

4

7,1 m

3.850/4.500 kg

4/5

4

7,1 m

3.850/4.500 kg

3/4/5

4/5

7,1 m

4.500 kg

4

4

C
aA 740 BD Fixed rear bed and separate shower

aA 740-50 Plus a

Sleeping area

A 680 BD Fixed rear bed and separate shower

A large skylight and additional side windows provide perfect sleeping comfort.
A 680 ED Bunk bed option and separate shower

A 680-50 Plus

The two separate beds in the rear
guarantee an undisturbed night’s rest.

Key

Motorhome length

Berths

Permissible maximum laden weight

Seats with seatbelts
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Extras
For YOUR FRANKIA motorhome

Fixed table foot

Truma Duocontrol

Dometic FreshLight

Freshwater system

Medicine cabinet

Dolby surround system

Double DIN radio

Chassis air conditioner

Prostor awning

Solar system

Additional rotatable seat with seatbelt

Sinus inverter
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Choice of upholstery
Colour options For YOUR FRANKIA motorhome

Ivory

Charcoal/grey

Charcoal

Oatmeal/chocolate

Chocolate brown

Nougat/oatmeal

Ivory/blackberry

4 materials and 8 microvelours – your choice of finish.
Combine your upholstery the way you want it. Your only limit is your own imagination, you can combine
the individual options with each other however you want or choose a single colour throughout
(e.g. all the upholstery in ivory).
In addition, you can choose from more than 30 types of leather.
At FRANKIA we're all about individuality.
Oatmeal

Palermo plain-patterned

Ravenna plain-striped
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High-quality furniture finishes

Modern exterior design

Impressive furniture design in premium wood look with high-quality surface finish.

You can choose the exterior design of your FRANKIA motorhome to your own taste. You get to choose from the tra-

All FRANKIA motorhomes come with the modern dark "Latte" furniture finish as standard. The light "Cherry

ditional "standard white" or "arctic white", the sporty white-silver combination "grey line" or the elegant "silverline"

Classic" furniture finish is also available as an option.

design. Whichever you pick, you'll be getting an up-to-date design which suits you perfectly.

FRANKIA white

Latte

Cherry Classic

Grey Line

Artic White

Silverline
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FRANKIA REAR GARAGE
Perfectly thought out storage space is a very important factor when purchasing a motorhome.

Depending on your individual needs, different ramp systems for bicycles, a motorbike or a quad can be fitted.

The FRANKIA rear garages are the optimum combination of size and configuration options.

Optional extra: pull-out rack for large supplies
and luggage.

Rear garage accessible from two sides.

Plenty of storage space for bicycles or a motorbike
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FRANKIA PARTNERS
There's nothing like hot-water central heating. Quiet, warm and comfortable. Hot-water central heating

Truma Combi - The most compact motorhome heating in Europe has now got even better. Year in and

is simply there without even being noticed – proper quality warmth. Alde's hot-water central heating cre-

year out, campers throughout Europe rely on the high dependability and comfort of Truma heating

ates optimum heat distribution in your FRANKIA motorhome.

systems.

11
4

6

1

5
3
2

7
8

9

10

ALDE hot-water central heating
1

Convectors and panel radiators

6

Heated towel rail

11

Compact 3010

7

2

Compact 3010

Underfloor heating (option)

8

TRUMA air heating

3

Frost protection valve

4

Hot water/boiler

Heat booster and fan (option)

9

5

Heated seats

Control panel
10

Heat exchanger

1

Heating and hot water in a single unit

ability of heat

4

Maintenance free

efficiency level of 98%

5

2

The highest level of flexibility in any season and any weather

3

Rapid avail-

Energy efficient and environmentally friendly heating technology with the highest
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Thanks to innovative lightweight construction technology, weight can be saved with the AL-KO AMC chassis

alphatronics is the market leader in the field of mobile

ten Haaft has been developing and manufacturing

without compromising the excellent stability of the frame. Good news for you, because what our engineers

televisions. All TVs are manufactured at its site in

mobile satellite systems for use in motorhomes

can save in weight, you can add in luggage and supplies!

Nuremberg.

for more than 25 years.

alphatronics

OYSTER

3

1

2

4

AL-KO
1

Frame lowered, low centre of gravity, greater stability

comfort

3

2

Hot dip galvanised low frame with wide track for improved driving

Mirror extension (low-profile, coachbuilt) for a better rear view

front and/or back), high-performance disc braking system

4

Pneumatic suspension on request (optionally

LED TV Experience the brilliant picture quality of an LED

Oyster 85 HDTV The press of a button is all it takes to en-

display. With a 47 cm (19") or 55 cm (22") screen and

joy the wide range of programmes on the Oyster 85 HDTV

a contrast ratio of 1000:1, you'll see your favourite films

with the highest extra-class comfort. The user-friendly HD

with fresh eyes. The elegant exterior integrates seamlessly

receiver will spoil you with brilliant pictures in high-defi-

into the FRANKIA living environment.

nition (HD) quality – right into the furthest flung corner of
Europe, the Canary Islands or even North Africa.

FRANKIA a member of the PILOTE-Group

Experience the world of FRANKIA online.
Just take a picture of this QR code with your smartphone.

FRANKIA-GP GmbH
Bernecker Str. 12 | 95509 Marktschorgast
Telephone +49 (0) 92 27 738-0 | Fax +49 (0) 92 27 738-49
E-Mail: info@frankia.de

www.frankia.de
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